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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Stillaguamish Tribe, a federally recognized Indian tribe, has had 

a fuel tax agreement with the State of Washington since 2011. In the present 

case before the Court, arguments have been made regarding the legality of 

the Stillaguamish Tribe's fuel tax agreement. The Respondent's argue in 

their Amended Brief that at the time the State of Washington entered into 

the fuel tax agreement with the Stillaguamish Tribe, the State "lacked legal 

authority to do so." The Respondents go on to state this problem was 

"cured" when the Tribe's lands were declared a reservation "making any 

issue concerning the validity of the fuel tax agreement moot." 

The Stillaguamish Tribe was not provided any notice that these 

arguments were being made in this litigation and has not had an opportunity 

to respond to these arguments even though these arguments impact a legally 

protected interest of the Stillaguamish Tribe. The Stillaguamish Tribe 

submits this amicus brief to correct the record by providing the Court with 

additional facts relevant to the Tribe's fuel tax agreement. 

II. IDENTITY AND INTERESTS OF AMICUS CURIAE 

Amicus Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians is a federally recognized 

Indian tribe which has had a fuel tax agreement with the State of 

Washington since February 2011. The Stillaguamish Tribe has a legally 
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protected interest in any case in which the legality of the Stillaguamish fuel 

tax agreement with the State is being litigated. 

III.STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The present litigation is between the Samish Indian Nation, a 

federally recognized Indian tribe, and the State of Washington about 

whether the Samish Indian should be given a fuel tax agreement under 

RCW 82.38.310(1 ). The RCW provides authority for the governor to enter 

into fuel tax agreements with "any federally recognized Indian tribe 

located on a reservation within this state." The Governor has delegated 

this authority to the Department of Licensing. 

The State argues that because the Samish Indian Nation does not 

have a reservation, the State of Washington lacks authority to enter into a 

fuel tax agreement with the Samish Indian Nation. In its brief, the State 

admits to having entered into a fuel tax agreement with the Stillaguamish 

Tribe in 2011 at a time when the Stillaguamish Tribe had not yet had lands 

proclaimed formally to be "a reservation." The State argues that at the 

time the State entered into the agreement, the State "lacked legal authority 

to do so." The State then argues that this problem was "cured" when the 

Tribe lands were declared a reservation "making any issue concerning the 

validity of the fuel tax agreement moot." 
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The Samish Indian Nation argues that there is no legal basis to 

deny the Samish Indian Nation a fuel tax agreement under RCW 

82.38.310(1). 

IV. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The legality of the Stillaguamish Tribe's fuel tax agreement with 

the State is being questioned for the first time in litigation to which the 

Stillaguamish Tribe is not a party. The Tribe has a legally protected 

interest in any Court determination about the Stillaguamish Tribe's 

Agreement with the State, but the Tribe is not a party to this case and 

cannot be joined without the Tribe's consent. For this reason, any 

argument about the legality of the Stillaguamish Tribe's Agreement 

should be stricken from the record. 

The Stillaguamish Tribe's Agreement, which was negotiated in 

good faith, defines "reservation" as the Tribe's "Indian Country." See 

Appendix A. By the terms of the Tribe's government-to-government 

agreement, the State recognizes "Indian Country" as "reservation" for 

purposes of fuel tax agreements. Id. 

The Stillaguamish Tribe has never been alerted by the State that 

there was ever any question regarding the legality of the Agreement. See 

Appendix B. Any implication that the Tribe sought to have tribal lands 
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placed in to official "reservation" status by proclamation to "cure" a flaw 

in the fuel tax agreement is patently false. 

V. ARGUMENT 

In 2011, the Stillaguamish Tribe entered into a fuel tax agreement 

("Agreement") with the State of Washington. The fuel tax agreement 

states, in part, that the "Tribe and the State have conferred and engaged in 

government-to-government negotiations in a mutual, good faith effort to 

reach an arrangement with regard to imposition of state fuel taxes on the 

distribution, sale, transfer, use, or possession of motor vehicle fuel and 

special fuel within the Tribe's reservation, as defined herein." See 

Appendix A: Agreement Concerning Taxation of Motor Vehicle Fuel and 

Special Fuel Between the Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians and the State of 

Washington, Sec. I. The Agreement defines "reservation" as "the 

Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians 'Indian Country' consistent with 18 U.S.C. 

1151." Id at § 3. 7. The plain language of the Stillaguamish Agreement 

shows that the State clearly recognized the Tribe's "Indian Country" as 

"reservation" for purposes of fuel tax agreements. 

In the nearly nine years the Agreement has been in effect, neither 

the Department of Licensing nor any other agency of the State nor the 

Governor's office, has ever notified the Tribe that they believed the 

Agreement had been entered into without authority. See Appendix B: 
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Declaration of Shawn Yanity. There is no evidence before the Court to 

show there had ever been any determination, nor even a discussion, that 

the Stillaguamish Agreement was unlawful. There is no legal nor factual 

basis for the State to make this assertion nearly nine years later. 

In addition, the State, which has never alerted the Stillaguamish 

Tribe of any concerns regarding the legality of the Stillaguamish Tribe's 

Agreement with the State, has chosen to raise an issue of the legality of 

the Stillaguamish Tribe's fuel tax agreement in litigation to which the 

Stillaguamish Tribe is not a party. Because the Stillaguamish Tribe has a 

legally protected interest in any determinations about the legality of the 

Stillaguamish Tribe's Agreement with the State, and because the 

Stillaguamish Tribe is not a party to this case and cannot be joined without 

the consent of the Tribe, any argument alleging the Stillaguamish Tribe's 

agreement with the State is unlawful should be stricken from the record. 

Finally, the Tribe's reservation proclamation in 2014 had nothing 

to do with any alleged issue of the legality of the fuel tax agreement, as the 

Stillaguamish Tribe has never been alerted to any question regarding the 

legality of its fuel tax agreement with the State. Id. Any assertion that the 

Stillaguamish Tribe was motivated to acquire a reservation proclamation 

to "cure" any issue with the Agreement is patently false. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, any references to the Stillaguamish fuel tax 

agreement being unlawful and any references to the Stillaguamish 

acquiring a reservation proclamation to "cure" a flaw in the Stillaguamish 

fuel tax agreement should be stricken from the record. 

Respectfully submitted this 8th day of October, 2019. 

RAVEN ARROWAY-HEALING 
WSBA No. 423 73 
Tribal Attorney 
Legal Department 
3322 236th St. NE 
P.O. Box277 
Arlington, WA 98223 
(360) 572-3074 
rhealing@stillaguamish.com 
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APPENDIX A 



AGREEMENT 
CONCERNING TAXATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL AND SPECIAL FUEL 

BETWEEN THE STILLAGUAMISH TRIBE OF INDIANS 
AND THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

I. RECITALS 

1.1. The Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians ("Tribe") is a federally recognized sovereign 

tribe and will be referred to in this Agreement as the "Tribe". 

1.2 The State of Washington ("State") is a state within the United States of America, 

possessed of full powers of a state government. The Department of Licensing is an agency of the 

State of Washington. The State of Washington and the Department of Licensing are referred to 

collectively in this Agreement as the "State". RCW 82.36.450 and RCW 82.38.310 allow the 

Governor to enter into an agreement with any federally recognized Indian tribe located on a 

reservation within the State regarding motor vehicle and special fuel taxes. The Governor has 

delegated this authority to the director of the Department of Licensing. 

1.3 The Tribe and the State (collectively "the parties") have conferred and engaged in 

government-to-government negotiations in a mutual, good faith effort to reach an arrangement 

with regard to imposition of state fuel taxes on the distribution, sale, transfer, use, or possession 

of motor vehicle fuel and special fuel within the Tribe's reservation, as defined herein. Each 

party to this Agreement respects the sovereignty of the other and desires to work within the 

framework of a government-to-government relationship. 

1.4. The parties acknowledge that, pursuant to chapters 82.36 and 82.38 RCW, the 

State imposes state fuel taxes on motor vehicle fuel suppliers and importers and special fuel 

suppliers and importers, the revenue from which is used exclusively for highway purposes. The 

Tribe expends Tribal funds each year for essential governmental purposes including, but not 

limited to, transportation planning, transit and improvements on public roads within the Tribe's 

Indian Reservation Road Inventory. The Tribe also expends funds on traffic law enforcement 

within Tribe's reservation. The parties mutually acknowledge the need to maintain the integrity 

and quality of public roads utilized by the Tribe and essential governmental services for 

transportation provided by the Tribe. 
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1.5 This Agreement addresses only the taxation and regulation of motor vehicle fuel 

and special fuel and shall not be construed as affecting any other area of Tribal or State taxation 

or regulation. 

1.6 The Tribe and the State have conferred and will continue to confer regarding 

regulation of filling stations operating within the jurisdiction of the Tribe to ensure such 

regulation is consistent with the intent and spirit of this agreement. 

1. 7 By entering into this Agreement, the State does not concede that the Tribe has 

any immunity from the State's tax and tax collection provisions. 

1.8 By entering into this Agreement, the Tribe does not concede that the State has any 

right to collect tax on fuel sold by the tribe on its reservation. 

1.9 This Agreement is not intended, and will not be construed to confer a benefit or 

create any right on a third party, or the power or right of any third party to bring an action to 

enforce any terms of this Agreement. 

II. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

2.1. This Agreement address~s the establishment of a cooperative framework for 

taxation and regulation, by the Tribe and by the State, respecting the distribution, sale, transfer, 

use or possession of motor vehicle fuel and special fuel when such fuel is distributed, sold, used, 

or possessed within the Tribe's reservation, as defined herein. In general the Parties intend this 

Agreement to facilitate the retail sale of fuel products at tribally·owned facilities located on the 

Tribe's reservation to customers who are tribal members and non-tribal members at prices 

competitive with surrounding retail sellers. 

2.2. The parties intend that this Agreement completely resolve, as between them, all 

issues related to motor vehicle fuel taxes and special fuel taxes within Tribal trust land, and that 

this Agreement be binding upon the parties and upon persons subject to regulation by the parties. 

2. 3 . In general, the parties intend that the State of Washington's statutory and 

regulatory law for taxation with respect to such fuel remain in full force and effect under this 

Agreement. 
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III. DEFINITIONS 

3.1. "Department" means the Washington State Department of Licensing, or any 

successor agency, and its officials, employees, and agents acting in their official capacity. 

3.2. "Distributor" shall be used in this Agreement to refer to either a Motor Vehicle 

Fuel Distributor or a Special Fuel Distributor. "Motor Vehicle Fuel Distributor" has the meaning 

given in RCW 82.36.010(14), as it now exists or as amended in the future. "Special Fuel 

Distributor" has the meaning given in RCW 82.38.020(24), as now or as amended in the future. 

3.3. "Essential governmental function" has the meaning given in 26 C.F.R. § 

305.7871-l(d) (2000). 

3.4. "Filling station" means a place of business operated for the purpose of delivering 

to the general public motor vehicle fuel or special fuel into the fuel tanks of motor vehicles. 

3.5. "Motor vehicle" means every self-propelled vehicle designed for operation upon 

land and utilizing motor vehicle fuel or special fuel as the means of propulsion. 

3.6. "Motor vehicle fuel" has the meaning given in RCW 82.36.010(19), as it now 

exists or as it may hereafter be amended. 

3.7. Reservation means the Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians "Indian Country" consistent 

with 18.U.S.C.1151. 

3.8. "Special fuel" has the m~aning given in RCW 82.38.020(23), as it now exists or 

as it may hereafter be amended. 

3.9. "State" means the State of Washington and the Washington State Department of 

Licensing. 

3.10. "Tribe" means the Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians. 

3.11. "Tribal business" means a business that is owned and operated by the Tribe and 

which is licensed under the laws of the Tribe to do business on the Tribe's reservation. 

3.12. "Tribal Fuel Facility" means a retail filling station that is owned and operated by 

the Tribe or by a Tribal business, and any facilities owned and operated by the Tribe or a Tribal 

business for bulk storage of Motor vehicle fuel or Special fuel. 

3.13. "Tribal member" means a person who is an enrolled member of the Stillaguamish 

Tribe. 
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IV. AGREEMENT 

Government-To-Goverrunenl Cooperation 

4.1. The State of Washington and the Stillaguamish Tribe shall cooperate to the extent 

legally permitted to ensure the enforcement of: 

a. the Tribe's laws with respect to the taxation and regulation of Tribal members, 

non-tribal filling stations, tribal filling stations and businesses that sell or deliver 

motor vehicle or special fuel within the Tribe's reservation where the Tribe 

exercises governmental authority; 

b. the State's laws and rules respecting the imposition and collection of its fuel taxes 

from all persons except as provided under this Agreement; and 

c. The terms of this Agreement. 

Framework For Taxation And Regulation 

4.2. The Department shall collect Washington State motor vehicle and special fuel 

taxes in accordance with chapters 82.36 and 82.38 RCW, as they now exist or as they may 

hereafter be amended. The Tribe agrees to purchase only fuel on which applicable state taxes 

have been paid. 

a. The Tribe shall by ordinance reqmre non-tribal filling stations, tribal filling 

stations, tribal businesses, and tribal members to purchase only fuel on which 

state fuel tax has been paid, and to purchase fuel only from persons or companies 

operating lawfully in accordance with RCW 82.36 and RCW 82.38 as a motor 

vehicle or special fuel distributor, supplier, importer, or blender, or from a tribal 

distributor, supplier, importer, or blender lawfully doing business according to all 

applicable laws. Such ordinances shall become effective within 3 months of the 

execution of this agreement, or unless otherwise agreed. 

b. The Tribe agrees to pass on to the retail customer the state tax included in the 

price of fuel. 
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4.3. Upon compliance with the procedures described in this Agreement, the Tribe shall 

be entitled to a refund equal to 75% of the tax paid on each gallon of motor vehicle fuel or 

special fuel purchased by the Tribe. 

4.4 Tax paid on fuel purchased that is claimed for refund for Tribal government 

vehicles for Federal fuel tax purposes on Internal Revenue Service (IRS) claim form 4136 shall 

be entitled to a refund of 100% of the tax. A copy of the IRS fonn 4 t 36 shall accompany the 

refund request. Such fuel must be used by the Tribe for its essential governmental functions and 

Tribal businesses. 

4.5. The Tribe, Tribal tilling stations, Tribal businesses, Tribal members, or 

Stillaguamish Tribal businesses may also be eligible for refunds under the provisions of RCW 

82.36.280, RCW 82.36.285, RCW 82.36.290, RCW 82.36.300, RCW 82.38.080, RCW 

82:38.180, and similar state fuel tax exemption statutes that may be later adopted, but only (1) to 

the extent such statutes apply to the Tribes, the Tribal filling station, the Tribal business, the 

Tribal member, or the Stillaguamish Tribal business, and to the particular use by them of motor 

vehicle and special fuels and (2) to the extent a refund was not made to the Tribe under ,I 4.3 of 

this Agreement. 

4.6. No refund of motor vehicle or special fuel taxes need be made by the State except 

as specifically set out in this Agreement. 

4.7. The Tribe agrees to expend fuel tax amounts refunded by the State or amounts 

equivalent thereto on: Planning, construction, and maintenance of roads, bridges, boat ramps; 

transit services and facilities; transportation planning; police; and other highway-related 

purposes. For the purposes of this Section 4.7, in any fiscal year in which the Tribe's 

expenditures for the permissible transportation purposes exceed fuel tax refund receipts, the 

Tribe may carry forward the additional expenditure amount as a credit against the requirement of 

permissible transportation expenditures in any subsequent year, up to ten (10) years. The Tribe 

shall maintain records as necessary to demonstrate its compliance with this Section 4.7. 
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Records and Audit Provisions 

4.8. The Tribe shall 

a. maintain invoices showing the number of gallons of motor vehicle fuel 

and special fuel purchased by the tribe for resale at tribal retail stations; 

b. maintain records to document the use of fuel tax proceeds or their 

equivalent for the purposes identified in paragraph 4.7 of this Agreement, 

and 

c. submit Internal Revenue Service (IRS) Form 4136 and detail schedules 

reflecting the number of gallons claimed for refund for Federal fuel tax 

purposes. 

The Tribe shall maintain such records for a minimum of three years or for such time as 

necessary to demonstrate that "banked" or "credited" amounts were used as agreed in paragraph 

4.7. 

4.9 The Tribe shall cause an audit to be performed annually or at such other interval 

as agreed by the parties, by an independent third party auditor who shall be a certified public 

accountant in good standing, to review such records as are necessary to certify the number of 

gallons of motor vehicle and special fuel purchased by the Tribe for re-sale at Tribal filling 

stations, the amount of State tax included in the price of the fuel purchased by the Tribe, and the 

use of Fuel Tax proceeds or their equivalent for the purposes identified in paragraph 4.7 above, 

The Tribe shall deliver a copy of the final written report of such audit to the Director of the State 

Department of Licensing. 

4.10 The State agrees to treat as personal information under RCW 42.56.230(3)(b) any 

information received by the State or otherwise made available to the State for review pursuant to 

this Agreement and to exempt such information from public inspection and copying. 

V. DISPUTE RESOLUTION, TERM AND RENEWAL 

5.1. Neither the Tribe, nor the State, nor officers acting on either government's behalf, 

may petition any court to enforce this Agreement unless (a) the dispute resolution process 
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described in ,r 5.1.a., ,r 5.1.b. and ,r 5.1.c. has been followed in good faith to completion without 

successful resolution, or unless (b) the other party fails to enter into the dispute resolution 

process or terminates the process before its completion. Should a dispute arise between the Tribe 

and the State upon an issue of compliance with the Agreement by either government, or by their 

officers, employees or agents, the Tribe and State shall attempt to resolve the dispute through the 

following dispute resolution process: 

a. Either party may invoke the dispute resolution process by notifying the other, in 

writing, of its intent to do so. The notice shall set out the issues in dispute and 

the notifying party's position on each issue. 

b. The first stage of the process shall include a face-to-face meeting between 

representatives of the two governments to attempt to resolve the dispute by 

negotiation. The meeting shall be convened within 30 days of the date of the 

written notice described in ,r 5.1.a. The representatives of each government shall 

come to the meeting with the authority to settle the dispute. 

c. In the event a disagreement between the two parties remains after ,r 5. Lb., the two 

parties shall meet one or more times with a mutually agreed upon third party in an 

effort to resolve their respective differences. This meeting or series of meetings 

shall convene within 30 days of the failure of ,r 5. l .b. The respective parties will 

meet in person. However, if all parties agree, the parties may meet via 

telecommunication from different locations. 

d. After completion of the process in ,r 5.1.a., ,r 5.1.b., and ,r 5.1.c., either party may 

terminate this Agreement with sixty (60) days written notice served upon the 

Chairman of the Stillaguamish Tribe and Director of the Department of 

Licensing. 

5.2. This Agreement shall remain in effect, unless the parties mutually agree in writing 

that the Agreement should be vacated or terminated and superseded by a new agreement between 

the parties within that time frame. The agreement shall remain in effect unless either party 
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provides written notice to the other to alter this Agreement, or unless terminated in accord with 

the process in 5 .1.d. 

5.3 In any action filed by a third party challenging either the Stillaguamish Tribe's or 

the State's authority to enter into or enforce this agreement, the Tribe and the State each agree to 

support the agreement and defend their authority to enter into and implement this agreement. 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION, AMENDMENTS 

6.1 The following provisions for tax remittance shall apply: 

6.1.1 For any motor vehicle or special fuel on which the State tax already has 

been collected prior to delivery to the Tribal Fuel Facilities and Tribal businesses, the State shall 

remit monthly to the Tribe an amount equal to 75% of the state motor vehicle and special fuels 

tax actually paid on all such fuel delivered to the Tribal Fuel Facilities and Tribal businesses in 

the preceding month. 

6.1.2 The Tribe shall submit copies monthly of invoices for fuel delivered to 

Tribal Fuel Facilities and Tribal businesses, which invoices shall include the invoice date, name 

of the seller, and the amount of State motor vehicle fuel and special fuels taxes paid or included 

in the price of the fuel. 

6.1.3 Within 30 days of receiving an invoice, the State shall remit to the Tribe 

75% of the state motor vehicle fuel and special fuels tax actually paid or included in the price of 

the fuel delivered to the Tribal Fuel Facilities and Tribal businesses. 

6.1.4 If the accuracy or authenticity of any invoice submitted by the Tribe is 

questioned, the State and the Tribe shall use their best efforts to resolve the issue informally. 

6.1.5 If informal dispute resolution efforts are unsuccessful, the dispute 

resolution provisions of this Agreement shall apply. 
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6.2 This Agreement may be amended only by a written instrument duly signed and 

executed by the Parties. 

6.3 The contact person for the Tribe, for any changes or concerns about this 

Agreement, shall be: The Chairman of the Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians (or his/her designee, 

designee will be identified in writing to DOL). The contact person for the State, for any changes 

or concerns about this Agreement, shall be: The Director of the Washington State Department of 

Licensing ( or his/her designee, designee will be identified in writing to the Tribe). 

6.4 The Tribe shall provide the State with a list of the name and physical location 

(address) of each retail outlet operated by the tribe and covered by this Agreement. No later than 

30 days after any new retail outlet is opened, the same information will be provided to the State. 

6.5 If the Tribe proposes to purchase fuel for bulk storage for use in Tribally owned 

vehicles or for resale, before such activities begin, the Tribe shall notify the State, and the parties 

shall confer on any changes necessary to this Agreement. 

6.6 In the event the Tribe proposes to blend fuel, the Tribe agrees to abide by all 

applicable Federal laws related to the blending and sale of motor vehicle and diesel fuel. The 

parties agree to meet and discuss the application of this Agreement to fuel blended by the tribe, 

before any such blending begins. If the tribe begins blending fuel without compliance with this 

paragraph, the State may terminate this Agreement on 30 day's notice. 

THE REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE CONTAINS NO TEXT 
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VII. SEVERABILITY, TRIBAL SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY 

7 .1 If any part of this Agreement is held unenforceable, the rest of the Agreement will 

continue in effect. 

7.2 Nothing herein shall be deemed to waive the sovereign immunity of the 
Stillaguarnish Tribe of Indians, or its officers, agents or employees. 

Dated this I day of f,e.~ 2011 

~--~~ 
Brian Collim 
Tribal Attorney 

Dated this ----4.._ day of Ft/,;n,t11, ry, 2011 

DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING 

Direc or, Department of Licensing 
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APPENDIXB 



COURT OF APPEALS, DIVISION I 
OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

SAMISH INDIAN NATION 

Appellant, 
V. 

WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF 
LICENSING; TERESA BERNSTEIN, 
Director, Department of Licensing, 

Res ondents. 

No. 79733-6 

Declaration of Shawn Yanity in 
Support of Motion of Stillaguamish 
Tribe of Indians to File Amicus 

I, Shawn Yanity, of the Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians Declare: 

1. I am over the age of 18 and a resident of the State of Washington. 

2. I am the Chairman of the Stillaguamish Tribe oflndians. 

3. The Stillaguamish Tribe entered into a fuel tax agreement with the State of Washington in 2011. 

4. The Stillaguamish Tribe has never received any notification from the State of Washington 

Department of Licensing, nor through any other department or agency of the State of Washington 

including the Governor's office, that the State did not have legal authority to enter into the 

Stillaguamish Tribe' fuel tax agreement. 

5. The Stillaguamish Tribe's fuel tax agreement played no role in the Stillaguamish Tribe's decision 

to acquire a reservation proclamation for Stillaguamish Tribal lands. 



I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the foregoing is true and 

correct. 

Signed at 3322 236th St. NE, Arlington, Washington on October 8, 2019. 

Signature of ecla nt 

Shawn Yru · Stilla uamish TribaJ Chairman 
Print or Type Name ofDeclarant 

Respectfully submitted this 8th day of October, 2019. 

~ -
Submitted by 

Raven Arroway-Healing 

WSBA# 42373 
3322 - 236th St NE 
Arlington, WA 98223 
360-572-3074 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

I, Michele Robbins, certify that I sent a copy of this document Amicus 

Brief of the Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians, to be served on all parties or 

counsel of record by Fed Ex and via the Appellate Court's Web Portal to: 

Robert W. F eruson 
Michelle A. Carr 
Department of Licensing 
p.o. Box 40110 
1125 Washington St. SE 
Olympia, WA 98504-0110 

Lea A. Easton 
Craig J. Dorsay 
Dorsay & Easton LLP 
1737 NE Alberta St., Suite 208 
Portland, OR 97211-5890 

Electronically filed with 

Richard D. Johnson, Court Clerk 
The Court of Appeals, Division I 
600 University St. 
One Union Square 
Seattle, WA 98101 

I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of Washington State that 
the foregoing is true and correct. 

DATED this 8th day of October, 2019, in Arlington, Washington. 

:lkifoB~ b~ 
Paralegal 
Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians 
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